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Abstract. We address the problem of unification modulo a set of equations, using the narrowing 
relation. We propose some syntactical criteria on algebraic specifications that ensure the complete- 
ness of narrowing strategies. We then prove a theorem relating narrowing and reduction relations. 
The completeness of narrowing strategies is proved and conditions for the computation of a 
“minimal” ground complete set of E-unifiers are given, as wpll as an algorithm transforming 
specifications satisfying Huet and Hullot’s principle of d;tin’rclti,ri nto specifications fulfilling the 
proposed criteria. 
Many investigations attempting to unify relational and functional languages have 
been made, see for instance [2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 14. 21]. Most of these proposals or 
implementations are based on E-unification [6,13]. The aim of this paper is to 
discuss the completeness of strategies that implement E-unification using the narrow- 
ing relation [22]. In [5], Fay was the first to propose an algorithm for solving 
equations in a given equational theory which defines a canonical term rewriting 
system. The implementation of the proposed algorithm is too costly in time and 
space. MuBlot [ 131 and Nutt et al. [ 191 improved the former algorithm by reducing 
the sear&;! :-.pace using basic narrowing. In [4] another algorithm close to the two 
preceding ones inspired from the similarity between narrowing and resolution [I] 
has been suggested. However, in spite of the proposed improvements, the set of 
E-unifiers computed in each case still contains redundancies in general. On the 
other hand, some authors investigate more pragmatic strategies that consist of 
performing narrowing derivations at only one occurrence per equation. Then the 
zcarch space becomes smaller than the previous ones. 
concerned with ground E-unifiers. s an examp!e of 
so-called “innermost strategy” which has been proved complete, 
tions on the equational presentation, by Fribourg [TJ. ~nfo~u~ately, such strategies 
are not always complete, for insl e the outermost strategy ot complete as 
shown in an example in Section 3. 203, Padawitz gave some s cient conditions 
on goals (equations in this paper at he called “uniformity”, which ensure the 
eness of any narrowing occurrence selection strategy. 
tion could somehow be seen 
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of an arbitrary narrowin occurrence selection strategy. We also give sufficient 
conditions in order to compute “minimal” ground complete set of E-uni 
In the next section, u’t briefly recall some relevant definitions and fix notations 
for the understan 
syntactical conditi n specifications. In Section 4 we prove a 
ing reduction and owing relations. Section 5 ims to prove the completeness of 
an arbitrary narro g occurrence selection stra gy. In Section 6, we give a 
cedure of transformation of specifications and prove its correctness. 
ries 
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic notions of many-sorted algebras 
and term rewriting s efinitions can be found for instance i [12,17]. 
Notations used throu aper are consistent with [ 12,171. 
An algebraic is a pair (S, L?) with S being a set (of sorts) 
ily of sets (of op y S* x S. f in Cn,,,,  denoted by 
f : u -+ s, has as ari#y U, sort s and rank u, s. 
et ) be a signature and X an S-indexed set (of varia 
= ote by T(E, X j the fr -algebra over X (also c 
term algebra). Its carriers are denoted by T(Z; X)s. en X is empty, T(Z) denotes 
the initial (up to is orphism) Z-algebra. Let t be a term in T(Z, X)s, by vars(r) 
we denote the varia s occurring in t. If vars( t) is empty, t is said to be 
A term t is knear ifi every variable x in vars( t) occurs only once in t. In 
denote subterms, we shall use occurrences (sequences of naturals standkg for 
addresses of subterms’i. O( t denotes the set of occurrences of t; it is defined as 
follows: 
( I) E E O(t), E is the empty sequence; 
) UEQ(tj)*i.UEO(f(tl,..., ti,...,tn)),ViE{l ,..., n}, fd2. 
t) denotes the subset of non-variable occurrences of O(t). O(t) is 
s v iff there exists w such that u.w = v. 
occurrence U. his is defined as follows: 
(2) f(tlv l l l 3 tjq l l s 3 tn)/iU = ti/Ua 
e denote by r[u + t’] the ter y replacing t / u by t’ in t. 
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f = = f’ where f and f’ 
X)S, fog some s in 2% 
efi An equation is a tri le (X, f, t’) denoted by 
are terms of ;he same sort, i.e. f, f’ are elements of T(213 
Variables in equations are universally quantified. 
, a 
specijkafion S (also called theory presentation) is a pair S 
(2, E), where C is a signature an E a set of sentences over 0. 119 our case sentences 
are equations. We assume that T@)s is not empty for every sort s in s. We denote 
bY =E or == the finest congruence closed under instantiation, generated by E. 
T(T j/E denotes the quotient term algebra. reorder on substitutions  is extended 
to equational theories as follows: F =2 &[X] iff 3p 1 pc = +T’! I, where E-equality 
on substitutions is defined by o =,a’[X] iff Vx E X, a(x) = Eo’(xj. 
~e~~~~~o~ 2.0. A town rewrifing system (TRS) over a signature Z is a set of rules 
{l’ + r’ 11 s i s n}. li and r’ are in T( 2, X)S, for some SOI? S, SUCK that vars(!,) 2 vars(r,). 
A term f is reducible (re ectively is narrowable) at occurrence u into f’ usi 
rule 1’ + Vi and we write f 4’ /-n.-*crlr&, [ 14.1 j i \ k cbybbba ’ e y t + tt,i,p ! t’) iff I, matches (respe 1 
is unifiable with) f/ U, i.e., there exists a substitution “z. such that p( li) = f/ u (respec- 
tively p(li)=p(f/u)). Then, t’= t[u+p(r’)] (respectively t’=g(f[u+r,]). A 
denotes the refiexive and transitive closure of +* A term t is said to be in normal 
form iff t could not be reduced. A substitution clr is said to be normalized or normal 
ift for ali x in D(o), a(x) is in normal form. u is ground iff for all x in D(a), a(x) 
is ground. 
iti 3. A TRS R is said to be canonica? iff 
(i) + is noetherian (there is no infinite derivation f + t, + l * l ), 
(ii) u-3 is confluent (for all :, , tz5 i3, tt *, t2 and tt a f35j3f4 1 t+ t4 and t+ a,). 
2.8. Given an (equational) specification SIP= (Z; E ), we say that two 
terms t and f in 7 (2, X)s are E-unijiable iff there exists a substitutkn (T such that 
df) = = u( t’>. CT is called an E-uni$er of t and I’. We use ti(f, t’, j “,a denote the 
set of all E-unifiers of t and t’, and GU( ts t’, E) to denote the set of ground E-unifie3s 
of t and b’. 
Let SP= (2, E) be a specification, a set s o 
a complete set of E-unijiers of t and t’ away from wit 
containing V - vars( f ) u vars( f’) iff: 
(1) VU&, V=,D(a) and I(c)n =v); 
aeS, o=‘z U(t, t’, E); 
(+E U(f, f’, E), 31cT’E SJcr’+cz[ VI. 
S is said to be minimal iff it satisfies the further condition: 
O-,cJ+§, (P+O’[V]*o-=Cir’. 
is called a ground complete sef of E-unijers i 
) above; as for condition (3) 
E (4 if9 
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s on speci 
In order to introduc: the conditions on which our results rest, we first begin to 
give an example showing how syntactical aspects of specifications coul uence 
the completeness of strategies. Let 2 = ({nat}, (0 : + nat, 9 : nat + nat, f : (nat, nat) + 
nat}) be a signature. Let SP = (X9 E) and SP’ = (Z, E’) be two specificatiotns with E 
and E’ given below: 
E ={ l:f(O,O)==O 
2: f(s(x), 0) == 1 
3: f(X, s(y)) = = 2). 
Notations “1” and “2” stand for s(0) and s (s(O)), respectively. 
E’={ l:f(O,O)==O 
2:f(s(.AT), 0) ==l 
3: f(0, s(y))==2 
4: f(s(x), s(y)) == 2). 
SP and SP’ aie obviously equivalent, i.e. the two congruences =E and = E’ over 
T(Z) are the same (T(T:)/E = T(Z)/ E’). So any ground normalized E-unifier CT 
is also an El-unifier and vice versa (i.e. a(t) =E(T( t’)@ a( t) = EIu( t’)). Let us now 
solve the equation f (.f( i, j), k) = = 0 using the leftmost-outermost strategy. In the 
following, Figs. 1 and 2 represent all possible narrowing derivations at outermost 
occurrences issuing from the equation f( f( i, j), k) = = 0 and using specifications SP 
and SP’, respectively. 
f(f(i, j), k) == 0 
I 
[1)1”,3, {a. f&j)>, <k, s(y)>}] 
2 0 == 
Fig. 1. 
In contrast to the first tree (Fig. I), from which no solution is deducible, the 
second one includes a path corresponding to the only substitution that makes the 
d, namely u = {(i, Oj, (j, 0), (I& 0)). It appears then that the completeness 
of an arbitrary strategy is not warranted and is related, as we show in 
ecifications ar deed, if the first free yi 
ation number 3 i 
strictly sub-unifiabl 
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f(f(i, j), k) == 0 
Fig. 2. 
3.6. Two terms t and ,t’ are said to be sub-unijable iflF there exists an 
occurrence u in O(t) n 0( t’) such that: 
(i) t/u and t’/ u me unifiable (via a,); 
(ii) for all occurrences w with w < u, t/ w and C/ w have the same root. 
e3.2. f(O,O) andf(x, s(y)) are sub-unifiable at occurrence “ I”, G., .- = ((x, 0)). 
Definition 3.3. Two terms t and t’ are strictly sub-unijiabZe iff there exists an occur- 
rence u where t and t’ are sub-unifiable and the corresponding mgu a,, is neither 
a variable renaming nor the empty substitution. 
. 
3.4. f(O,O) and f(x, s(y)) are strictly sub-unifiable since CF..,-. = {(x, O)}. 
.f(O, s(x) i rrild f(s(x), s(y)) are sub-unifiable at occurrence ‘“2.1” but they are not 
strictly sub-unifiable because c..~_~.. = {(x, y)} is a simple renaming. 
Now we introduce the syntactical criteria on specifications that ensure the (ground) 
completemss of an arbitrary narrowing occurrence selection strategy. In the sequel, 
and foilowing [3,7,8,11], we deal with theories with constructors, i.e. the set of 
operators fl is split into two sets fl = C u D with C consisting of constructors and 
D being a set of defined operators. 
IDefinition 35 Let C = ( Ss ,c2 j be a signature w&l: ,Q = C L’ Q a specification SP = 
(2, E) is said to have the property of jive smt@zs (hereafter noted 
(i) lhs’s in E are pairwise not strictly sub-unifiable; 
(it) operators in D are completely defined over their do 
the form f( t, , .,t,) withf in 
of rewrite rules, fatuous in E 
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The specification SP’ satisfies the PFS. 
Condition (i) could easily be checked as weI h 8s condition (ii) which may be 
decided using, for instance, the sufficient conditions proposed in [II j. As for 
condition (iii), it may be verified using a Knuth-Bendix like al 
4. R&iii0 ing 
In this section we investigate a first consequence of specifications fulfilling the 
PFS. The following theorem states the “uniformity” 120-j between narrowing and 
reduction relations. That is, a term C’ is warrowable at an occurrence u whenever it 
is reducible at the same occurrence for ea^b bll of its normal ground instantiations. 
Let s=(S,R) be a signature with fl=CuD. Let SP=(Z,E) be a 
speciJication satisfying the PFS. Then, a term t is narrowable at an occurrence u iff for 
ail ground normalized substitutions a; c(t) is reducible at the same occurrence u. 
Before proving this theorem we give a counter-example when the PFS is not 
satisfied. For that we consider the specification SP given in the previous section. 
The term t =_f!,f!i, J), k) is narrowable at occurrence E, but a(t) = f( f(0, O), 0) (with 
u = ((i, 0), (j, 0), (k, 0))) is not reducible at E. 
roof. We just have to investigate the case where occurrence u equals E. Generaliz- 
ation to an arbitrary ----..~-_ occurrence U is Stiaigbiful wed. 
(e): obvious, it follows from Theorem 1 in [13] using condition (iii) of the PFS. 
(-3$): reductio ad absurdum. 
( 1) t is narrowable: at & G there exist k and a:, such that ak ( t) 1 a~_._/ !:, ) with Zk + I=$ 
in R. 
(2 j Suppose there exists a ground normalized substitution p. such that p(t) is 
not reducible at E. 
From (1): (2) and condition (ii) of the PFS we deduce that t contains at Beast one 
defined operator (belonging to D) elsewhere than on top of t. Let SI = {i 1 li + ri in 
R 2nd li does not match p(t) because of a clash between a defined operator in t 
and a constructor in Ij}. SI is not empty (SI # (b), it follows from (2) and condition 
(ii) [operators a e total and lhs’s are of the form f(t, , . . . , t,) with f in D and ti’s 
(C, X) j of the PFS. Let U = {u in O(r) such that the root of t/u is a defined 
ator belonging to D}. U # (d, follows from SI # 0. We associate tc U a set U’ 
ed as follows: U’= (u’ in @I,), k is the same as in (1) such that lklut is a 
variable, say X, and Q,(X) contains it / ta with u in U}. Note that U’S U. U’ # 0, 
follows from U # 63 and (I). 
UE 
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corresponding occurrence in U’ to u in ?J. !i/U’ does not match p( t)/u’, it follows 
from (3) and ‘s U. l,Ju’ is a variable, it follows from the dcfinitiorr of U’. h/u’ is 
not a variable it follows from (3). We then deduce that 1Ju and b/u’ are unifiable 
and their minimal un fier is neither a variable renaming nor the empty substitution. 
oreover, for all occurrences w less than U’ (w 6 u’), lk/ w and b/w have the same 
root. This contradicts the condition (i) of the PFS. Cl 
ess mowing str ies 
Given a specification SP = (.ZV E), our aim is to solve equations over C using 
ues. A classical but drastic method consists of performing all 
derivations [6,13 j, or “basic derivations” [4,13,19] issuing from 
end to solve, and retrieving an E-unifier each time two terms of 
an equation in a narrowing derivation are unifiable. This method yields a corn 
SC: of E-unifiers which includes many redundancies in general. Some strategies 
which implement such method may be breadth-first, best-first, etc. (see [HI), but 
we do not discuss these strategies here. In this paper we are staying with thti 
narrowing occurrence selection strategies. That is to say, only one narrowing occur- 
rence per equation is considered. A strategy will then consist of choosing such 
relevant occurrences (e.g. the leftmost-knermost strategy [3,7,8-J). Such a method 
yields a ground complete set of E-unifiers when the strategy is complete. 
A (narrowing occurrence selection) strategy ST is a (partial) function 
from terms to occurrences (i.e. sequences of naturals). ST: T(.Z, X) + sequences[nat]. 
ST(t) is defined whenever t is narrowable. ST( t == t’) will denote a narrowing 
occurrence &her in t or in t’ when it exists; in this case the equation t == t’ is 
regarded as a term where == is considered as a binary operator. 
hcorem (completeness of narrowing strategies). Let SP = (2, E) be a 
specijication satisfying the PF§. Let ST be a strategy, to = = th be an eq 
be a finite SC! odf variables containing vars( to) v vars( th). Then, for all ground normalized 
5unijiers p of to and t;, there exists a narrowing derivation 
N N N 
to = = t; - -- [ 1'0 .io PO] t, -- t, ’ - l l l -I&- I .i,, - I .(‘#I I 1 t, cl == 
such that t,, and ti, are unijiable, ST( t,, = = tL> is not dejned (i.e. t, = = t; is not 
narrowable), Ui = ST( ti = = t:) and PO,, < &_ V], where p is a minima 
and tk , Bi+l= ai$i arad 80 = Id. 
rom hypotheses (definition 
into an equzlion T= = 
e the maximum 
p G p, it follows fro 
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is narrowable (follows from Theorem I in [ 13]), especially at u. = ST( to = = tb). 
From Theorem 4.1 (note that the use of Theorem 4.1 in this context is sound since 
its hypotheses are fulfilled) we deduce that p( to = = tb) is reducible at u,, . So we 
have the following diagram (seo Theorem 1 in fl3]).. 
with p( to = = th) = .u,a,( to = = tb) and pl is 1-f crmalized. Then we just have to iterate 
with /lq9 t, == ti, and L,<(L,-I). Cl 
rjtiw we give an algorithm that computes a ground complete set of E-unibers. 
We also give a condition on specifications which guarantees that the substitutions 
of the computed set of E-unifiers are not comparable. Note that this last property 
is 3f kn imal sets of E-unifiers. 
eorem 3. Let SP = (2, E) be a specification satisfying the PFS. Let ST be a 
strategy, to = = th be an equation and V be a finite set of variables containing vars( to) v 
vars( th). Let S be the set of substitutions p such that p belongs to S iff there exists a 
narrowing derivation 
N N N 
t0 
cc t:, - ~uo.~o.~ol tl == t; - l l l _[u,,_ 1 9 h, - I *a.,-11 I, == t:, 
such that t,, and tk are unifiable, ST( t,, = = tk) is not defined, ui = ST( ti = = t:) and 
p = P%, where p is a minimal unifier of t,, and t i, Oi+l= OiBi, O. = Id and 0,, is 
normalized. Then S is a ground complete set of E-unifiers of t and t’ awa_v from V. 
Moreover, when E is such that for all defined operators f: (s! , . . . , s,) + s and for all 
n-tuples ( t13. . . , t,,) of ground normal forms, there exists only one eauation (-~~!e) 
whose lhs matches f(t,, . . . , t,,), then S satisfies the further condition: kk, S’ E S, 
s c &3s = s’. 
S is obviously a ground complete set of E-unifiers. Its completeness follows 
he preceding theorem and soundness follows from Lemma 1 in [13]. Now, 
rove by contradiction that substitutions in S are not comparable under the 
additional condition. 
Suppose s +s’ and s # s’. Since s f s’, there exist two different narrowing deriva- 




[u0,i0.~r01 t, == t’l - l ’ ’ -Iu,,-~.i,,-~,~~,,-,l t, == t’,, 
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of the first narrowing derivation, i.e. &, # i& Then, s’( to = = 16) reduces at, u. using 
lib + ric;. So there exists a substitution fi s j fJ&;,) = s’( to = = t;j/u,. But 
since s G &, there exists /J such that ps = &, so s’( to = = t:) which equals ps( to = = r&) 
also reduces at occurrence u. usi g li, + ri,, that is to s there exists a substitution 
rb)/ u. =+( Ii0 j. Finally, from ( ) we conclude that 
are unifiable (vars( li,) n vars(lih) = 8). This con 
additional condition. 0 
inally, we note that the completeness of the well-known leftmost-innermost 
stiutegy as well as the leftmost-outermost trategy are particular cases of the preced- 
ing results. 
In this section we give a procedure that transforms specifications atisfying 
and Hullot’s principle of definition into specifications satisfying the BFS. Our 
purpose here is to show that the condition (i) of the PFS could be ignored in a first 
ecification since it may be generated automatically. 
itio .I. A specification SP= (S, L!, E) satisfies Huet and Hullot’s principle 
of definition iff: 
(1) 0 is partitioned into two &S C and E (se? Section 3); 
(2) for all terms t in a( 0) (i.e. t is ground) there exists t’ in T(C) (i.e. terms 
over C) such that t = ,&; 
(3) for all terms t and t’ in T(C), t = El’= t = t’. 
We add the further condition 
(4) The ‘IRS R deduced from E by turning equations to rules is canonical. 
In [ll], sufficient conditions for properties (2) and (3) are given. They are based 
on the notion of “complete set for C”, where C is the set of constructors. Roughly 
speaking, 2 set of k-tuples P = (Pi 1 Pi = (Pf , . . . , Pi), i = 1, . . . , q} is a complete set 
for C if the Pi’s are linear and for all k-tuples of ground normal terms ( tl, . *. , tk) 
there exist i with 1~ is q and a substitution u such that for all j = 
Hereafter we shall use another definition of complete sets for C. 
is slightly diff ,,ercnt from that given in [l 11 and where t 
dropped. 
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.3. Let SP = ( ‘3 D, F) be an algebraic specification satisfying the condi- 
tions of Definition 6.1. n, there exists a subset E’ such that 
are of the form f( tl, . . . , with the ti’s in T(C, X) an ‘=(S,Cv 
the same operators as SP, i.e., -E and =El are the same over the g 
T(C v D). 
By contradiction. Let E ’ be ihe set of equations 1= r belonging to E such 
that the left-hand side 1 is of the form f( ! , _ e . , t,,) with the ti’s in ;‘-( C, 3.). Let 
g:s1 , . . . , S, -, s be an element of D. Suppose there exists (7, , . . . , r,,) in 
* l l x T( C)S” s=;di that there is no e ation (rule) in E’ whose lhs 
9(7 I,***9 7,). This contradicts the co tion (2) of Definition 6.1. H 
completely defined by E’ and then = E is the same as = E’ over T( C w D). Cl 
Let SP = (S, 0, E) be a specification satisfying the conditions of Definition 6,l. 
Let f be a defined operator (f in D) of arity s1 . . . src, and !S, be the set of equations 
defining f: Then the Ihs’s in E,. are of the form f (Pf , . . . 5 Pi) with 1 c i s q and the 
set P={Pil Pi=(Pi, i), 1 s i G q} is complete for C. From Lemma 6.3 we shall 
assume that all the long to T( C, X), however the Pi’s are not necessarily 
pairwise not strictly sub-unifiable. 0ur purpose is to compute a new set for jl say 
P’={P;IP:=(P:i,...9 PC), 1 s is q’} which is complete for C and the Pi’s are 
pairwise not strictly sub-unifiable. For that we define below a transformation 
cedure “TP” that takes as input the set P of patterns and produces a set sue 
P’: (TP(P) = P’). 
Let P=(PJe=(Pi,..., PL), 1 c i c q} be a complete set for C with the Pi’s in 
T( C, X). In the sequel, the notation Pjz’3***V 4 denotes the set of the jth components 
in the Pi’s_ 
TP( P) = Transform( Pi=1**.**4) x l l l x Transform( P;i=‘*“*m*y) 
-X stands for the Cartesian product 
Transform( Pi= i**-m*9) = 
if for all i=l,...,q, 
T(C)Sj is finite t 
- T( CJsj stands for terms o\.‘er C of sort si 
se ixjl -Xj is a new variable (well sorted) 
e {constants of sort Sj if any}uU_, {cOTP(R)} 
={Qrlc(Q,.)~ P;=‘**..,y}~ 
- x1,..., I( x&k is a variable and c is of rank sI, . . . , s, + sj} 
fW,,.* -9 fRl={f(fA l l .,fk)~ -we use infix notaticw. %F oper,atiol?i 0
oses thejth component as far as possible 
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I>, S&q} bea 
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complete set for C with 
i,...,Pr),lSi< - q’} is a cQhz2pletesetfor Candfor all k-tuples 
of ground normai te a unique i with 1 s i =S q’ and a 
substitution CT such that for 
(3) elements of P’ are pai 
( ;E d1 
roof. (1) Easy uction on the maximal height of the pi’s* 
(2) By inducti n the maximal height of the PJj’s (hereafter noted max-h). 
just have to prove that for all t in T(C;s, there exists a unique t’ in 
Transform( pj=‘*~*-*9) that matches t. 
(basis step): max-h = 0. In this case if P’r’*-.**9 consists of variables (respectively 
constants) only, the resulting set TransforA( Pj=‘*****9 ) is either {t 1 t E T( C)s,) or (xj} 
(respectively (constants of sort sj]). In the two cases the claim is satisfied. ff $=‘***.*9 
contains constants and variables, Transform( Pj= ‘*-..*9) will equal {constants of sort 
si}u{cOTP({(x, ,..., x,,)lcr sl,. . ., s, + sJ E C})}. In that case, the property holds 
too. 
(inductionstep): max-hsn+#(t,,.. ., t&z T(C)s, X* l l X ‘I’(C)s,_ 3!p’~P’lp’ 
matches (t,, . . . , tk). Suppose max-h = n + 1. Let pj” l ****9 be such that the maximum 
height of its terms is n + 1. Transform( pj=‘*.*.*9 ) ={constants of sort Sj if any} u 
U cEc (cOTP(R)}; where R ={Qrlc(Q&z P~~=1**..*9}u{(~,, . . . ,X ,)13i, P,; is a vari- 
ableandcisofranks,,..., s, + si>. The set k? is complete over (s, . * 9 s,,) (folSow; 
from the completeness of P) and the maximum height of terms in 
than n. Using the induction step we have: Vt E T(C)sj, 3! t’E Tran 
such that t’ matches t. Then the required property holds. 
(3) Follows easily from the definition of TP. 
(4) By contradiction. Suppose there exists a patttirn p’ in P’ such that there is 
no p in P ahat matches p’. Then let t be a ground normal instance of p’. p’ is the 
sole pattern in P’ that matches t (follows from (2)). Since the set 
there exists p in P such that p matches t. This means 
i.e. there exist 0, and CT~ such that a,(p) = tag where 
This contradicts t e definition of T 
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Section 3. 
is easy to verify t 
es: A survey, 1. Logic 
Msiso 
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